A Word in Season Devotional Guide

July 24
Proverbs 24:
24:1-12
Do not be envious of evil men, Nor desire to be with them; For their heart devises violence, And their lips talk of
troublemaking. Through wisdom a house is built, And by understanding it is established; By knowledge the rooms are
filled With all precious and pleasant riches. A wise man is strong, Yes, a man of knowledge increases strength; For by
wise counsel you will wage your own war, And in a multitude of counselors there is safety. Wisdom is too lofty for a fool;
He does not open his mouth in the gate. He who plots to do evil Will be called a schemer. The devising of foolishness is
sin, And the scoffer is an abomination to men. If you faint in the day of adversity, Your strength is small. Deliver those
who are drawn toward death, And hold back those stumbling to the slaughter. If you say, "Surely we did not know this,"
Does not He who weighs the hearts consider it? He who keeps your soul, does He not know it? And will He not render to
each man according to his deeds?

A Sense of Security
The blanket that Linus clings to in the cartoon strip "Peanuts" is a symbol of what children are truly
looking for - a sense of security! The Lord furnished the original family with just such a similar sense of
security by creating an environment of clear boundaries: "And the LORD God commanded the man, saying, Of
every tree of the garden thou mayest freely eat: But of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, thou shalt
not eat of it: for in the day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die" (Genesis 2).
Here is a model for parents in establishing an environment of restriction for children. Unlike many child
psychologists who frown upon any restrictions (I wonder if these doctors have ever had any children
themselves), God directs parents to ensure that boundaries are in place according to His example. He stated the
boundaries in both a positive and negative way. There was a measure of freedom (every tree is good), there was
a measure of restriction (except one tree). The Lord made the blessing clear (pleasant to the eyes and good for
food), and the consequences of disobedience clear (in the day you eat - you die).
There is much more here than an example of restriction, the whole relationship of man to God was at
stake, nevertheless, for the purposes of viewing the original home as a model environment that parents should
follow, the importance of an environment of restriction cannot be overlooked if our children are to find the
boundaries for their childhood sense of security. Dr. James Dobson reaffirms the importance of this: "When a
child behave in ways that are disrespectful or harmful to himself or others, it is often to verify the stability of
parental boundaries.
"Without a doubt, children are aware of the contest of wills between generations, and that is precisely
why the parental response is important. This testing has much the same function as a policeman who turns the
doorknobs at places of business after dark. Though he tries to open the doors, he hopes they are locked and
secure."
"Likewise, a child who assaults the loving authority of his parents is greatly assured when their
leadership holds firm and confident. He finds his greatest security in a structured environment where his rights
and those of other people are protected by definite boundaries."
Such an environment of restriction develops a sense of respect for authority, a sense of right and wrong,
a sense of dependence upon God's Word (provided that the boundaries are Biblically founded), and a sense of
justice when proper discipline is exercised in the "breaking" of the boundaries, as well as an avenue for
repentance and forgiveness, which are essential for understanding the gospel. As God says: "Through wisdom
is an house builded; and by understanding it is established: And by knowledge shall the chambers be filled with
all precious and pleasant riches" (Proverbs 24:3-4).
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